At Paragon Surgical Specialists, we are proud to offer cutting edge cancer care. Benjamin Schmidt, MD, FACS, is one of few regional providers with board certification in surgery for complex cancers, including tumors that grow in the skin. These include melanoma and Merkel cell carcinoma, along with many basal and squamous cell carcinomas. Surgical oncologists have advanced training in procedures to ensure that skin cancer has not spread to lymph nodes and cannot regrow in lymph nodes. Dr. Schmidt regularly meets with cancer teams, including dermatologists, medical oncologists, and radiation oncologists, to ensure that patients get the most up to date, effective and thoughtful care.
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Paragon Surgical Oncology Treats:
- Melanoma
- Merkel cell carcinoma
- Basal cell carcinoma removal
- Squamous cell carcinoma removal
- Other cancers of the skin

Please find more information on our website, ParagonSurgicalOncology.com, or contact us with any questions by calling our office at 704-786-1108.
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A division of Paragon Surgical Specialists.
Explore our website for more resources, paragonsurg.com